
SOAR Edition 1 

Monday  - After viewing the video you may use the pray with your students. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cx-R6Lzyl6s 

 

Eagle Nest Season 5 Episode 1 

Eagle Nest Season 5 Episode 1 

www.youtube.com 

 

Tuesday - Please discuss this video with your class in the context of outreach. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dha2yMd9jKA 

 

Chalmers RightNow Media Training Clip 

Viking Outreach 1 

Viking Bible School — what could go wrong? Enjoy this funny 

illustration on the potential pitfalls of short term missions from Helping 

Without Hurting, in partner with The Chalmers Center. RightNow 

Media encourages millions of Christians to be on mission wherever God 

has them — to be traders, swapping the pursuit of the American dream 

for a ... 

www.youtube.com 

 

Wednesday - Please check your students SMART goals assignment and their 

binder for organization. 

 

Thursday - Please discuss the implications of this with your class and if they 

agree with the author. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cx-R6Lzyl6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cx-R6Lzyl6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dha2yMd9jKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dha2yMd9jKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dha2yMd9jKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cx-R6Lzyl6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dha2yMd9jKA


 

THE BRIEFING BY AL MOHLER PART I  

“Worse than You Imagine” — California Introduces 

New ‘Ethnic Studies’ Model Curriculum for High 

Schools 

As millions of American students get ready to go back into the classroom, as 
both students and teachers are preparing for a new school year, it's important 
for us to understand why education is not only so important, but why it is so 
controversial. It's because if you control the curriculum, if you control the 
educational system, if you control the schools, you eventually control the 
direction of the culture. 

That just reminds us what's at stake. First, we're going to turn to the state of 
California where that state is now considering an ethnic studies curriculum for 
the public schools, particularly for the high schools in that state. It's one of 
those stories that catches you by surprise, but upon reflection, probably 
shouldn't. California is one of the most liberal areas of the United States. It is, of 
course, the nation's most populous state. 

What's important for us to understand is that what happens in California 
schools doesn't stay there. California, for decades, has had an outsize influence 
on such things as curriculum and textbooks because if a textbook is adopted in 
California, it is going to produce a great deal of revenue. It's likely also to be 
adopted elsewhere. 

Similarly, curricular changes that take place in California are very often copied 
at least in other progressive school districts. The story in California has to do 
with the fact that the government there, the state government, has mandated a 
new ethnic studies curriculum for the high schools in the state, and now the 
authorities have released a model curriculum, and it's a model alright. It's a 
model of what happens when people want to take the public schools and turn 
them even more into engines of social and moral transformation. 

The Wall Street Journal recently drew attention to this curriculum in an article 
by Williamson M. Evers. The headline: “California Wants to Teach Your Kids 
That Capitalism Is Racist.” It does, by the way, but that turns out to be only one 
of the problems represented in this model curriculum. 



Evers writes, "California's Education Department has issued an ethnic studies 
model curriculum and is soliciting public comments on it until August 15. The 
legislatively mandated guide," he writes, "is a resource for teachers who want to 
instruct their students in the field of ethnic studies and was written by an 
advisory board of teachers, academics, and bureaucrats." His next line, "It's as 
bad as you imagine." Well, actually, I'm going to argue it's probably worse than 
you can imagine. 

https://albertmohler.com/2019/08/06/briefing-8-6-19 
 

 

Friday - Chapel: Pastor Hardy will be speaking on Discovering Jesus.  Please 

have your students bring their Bible and a paper and writing utensil for taking 

notes. 
  

https://albertmohler.com/2019/08/06/briefing-8-6-19


SOAR Edition 2 

Monday  - After viewing the video you may use the pray with your students. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vrJXWu6HXY 

 

 

Eagle Nest Season 5 Episode 2 

Eagle Nest Season 5 Episode 2 

www.youtube.com 

 

 

Tuesday - Please discuss this quote with your class in the context of outreach. 

“Religion is like a pair of shoes.....Find one that fits for you, but don't make me 

wear your shoes.” 

― George Carlin 

 

Wednesday - Please check your students attendance by using the report below. 

 

Thursday - Did we respond to the protest correctly as a city and what is our 

role as Christians in protesting. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vrJXWu6HXY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vrJXWu6HXY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vrJXWu6HXY


ANTIFA AND FAR-RIGHT GROUPS FACE OFF IN PORTLAND AS TRUMP 

WEIGHS IN 

 

CONSERVATIVE GROUPS ARE URGING THE UNITED STATES TO LABEL 

ANTIFA A DOMESTIC TERRORIST GROUP. PRESIDENT TRUMP SAID THE 

CITY WAS “BEING WATCHED VERY CLOSELY.” 

 

BY MIKE BAKER AND NICHOLAS BOGEL-BURROUGHS 

 

AUG. 17, 2019 

 

 

PORTLAND, ORE. — ABOUT 1,200 PEOPLE CONVERGED FOR A RALLY ON 

SATURDAY AT A WATERFRONT PARK IN PORTLAND, ORE., WHERE FAR-

RIGHT GROUPS FACED OFF WITH ANTI-FASCIST COUNTERPROTESTERS 

AND BROUGHT MUCH OF THE DOWNTOWN AREA TO A STANDSTILL. 

 

 

PRESIDENT TRUMP WEIGHED IN ON THE TENSE SITUATION IN PORTLAND 

ON SATURDAY MORNING, CALLING OUT THE ANTI-FASCIST GROUP 

KNOWN AS ANTIFA ON TWITTER AND SUGGESTING SUPPORT FOR 

DESIGNATING IT AS A TERROR ORGANIZATION. HE DID NOT MENTION 

ANY OF THE RIGHT-WING GROUPS, ALTHOUGH BOTH THEY AND ANTIFA 

HAVE A HISTORY OF USING VIOLENCE AGAINST THEIR OPPONENTS. 

 

 

DONALD J. TRUMP 

 

✔@REALDONALDTRUMP 

 

 



MAJOR CONSIDERATION IS BEING GIVEN TO NAMING ANTIFA AN 

“ORGANIZATION OF TERROR.” PORTLAND IS BEING WATCHED VERY 

CLOSELY. HOPEFULLY THE MAYOR WILL BE ABLE TO PROPERLY DO HIS 

JOB! 

 

 

MANY OF THE FAR-RIGHT DEMONSTRATORS SUPPORT A BILL SPONSORED 

BY SENATOR BILL CASSIDY OF LOUISIANA AND SENATOR TED CRUZ OF 

TEXAS, BOTH REPUBLICANS, URGING CONGRESS TO IDENTIFY ANTIFA, 

SHORT FOR ANTI-FASCISTS, AS A DOMESTIC TERRORIST GROUP. 

 

 

THE RALLY WAS THE LATEST IN A SERIES OF VOCAL AND AT TIMES 

VIOLENT POLITICAL DEMONSTRATIONS IN A CITY WHERE PROTEST IS A 

RICH TRADITION BUT WHERE RESIDENTS HAVE GROWN INCREASINGLY 

WEARY OF EXTREMIST SABER-RATTLING ON THEIR STREETS. 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/17/us/portland-oregon-protests.html 

 

Antifa and Far-Right Groups Face Off in 

Portland as Trump Weighs In 

Conservative groups are urging the United States to label Antifa a 

domestic terrorist group. President Trump said the city was “being 

watched very closely.” 

www.nytimes.com 

 

 

Friday - Chapel: Pastor Lewis will be speaking on Discipline - Life like 

Christ.  Please have your students bring their Bible and a paper and writing 

utensil for taking notes. 

  

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/17/us/portland-oregon-protests.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/17/us/portland-oregon-protests.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/17/us/portland-oregon-protests.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/17/us/portland-oregon-protests.html


SOAR Edition 3 

Monday  - After viewing the video you may use the pray with your students. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64imBIl-S4k 

 

Eagle Nest Season 5 Episode 3 final 

Eagle Nest Season 5 Episode 3 final 

www.youtube.com 

 
 

Tuesday - Please discuss this video with your class in the context of 
outreach.  What are the applications and truths in the video. 
https://www.rightnowmedia.org/Content/illustration/98257 

 

The Outreach: Helping the Needy - 

RightNow Media 

The Outreach is a hilarious parody that mimics the goal of the 

RightNow Conferences. So what does it look like exactly to help 

someone in need? There's only one way to find out. 

www.rightnowmedia.org 

 
 

Wednesday - Please check your students academics by using the report below. 
 

 

Thursday - Defend if Duke is violating the rights of Young Life 
as guaranteed under the U.S. Constitution. 
 
 

Once Again, Christianity Sidelined by the Sexual Revolution: Duke 
University Student Government Rejects Young Life as Chartered Group 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64imBIl-S4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64imBIl-S4k
https://www.rightnowmedia.org/Content/illustration/98257
https://www.rightnowmedia.org/Content/illustration/98257
https://www.rightnowmedia.org/Content/illustration/98257
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64imBIl-S4k
https://www.rightnowmedia.org/Content/illustration/98257


But as you already know, much of the impetus for that change came from 
America's academic elite and what you see now happening in the average 
college and university culture across America. That's why we're going to turn to 
several stories about college and university campuses in the United States. The 
next headline comes from Duke University in North Carolina. The headline 
came out telling us that the university's student government has denied the 
Christian ministry Young Life official status as a student group on campus. 

As Yonat Shimron of Religion News Service tells us, "The decision by the Duke 
student government Senate on Wednesday,” that'd be Wednesday of last week, 
“comes amid ongoing clashes nationwide between religious student groups and 
colleges and universities that have added more robust non-discrimination 
policies." 

Kaitlyn Choi reporting for The Chronicle, that's an independent Duke student 
newspaper, tells us, "The Duke student government senate unanimously 
declined to recognize Young Life as an official Duke student group at its 
Wednesday meeting. Young Life,” explains the Chronicle, "is a national 
Christian organization that has branches serving middle and high school 
students in Durham and Chapel Hill. The group had requested official 
recognition to recruit and support a greater number of students as it already 
has a following on campus.” That means, the Duke campus. The story 
continues, "but Young Life was rebuffed over concerns about the national 
organization's policies concerning LGBTQ+ leaders." 

The Chronicle tells us that at last week's Duke student government meeting, 
senators noted the fact that "the national organizations rule barring LGBTQ+ 
individuals from leadership positions violates the student organization finance 
committee's guideline that every Duke student group include a non-
discrimination statement in its constitution." 

What exactly is so offensive in the Young Life manual? Well, The Chronicle 
reports indicating that Young Life's policy states, "We do not in any way wish to 
exclude persons who engage in sexual misconduct or who practice a 
homosexual lifestyle from being recipients of ministry of God's grace and mercy 
as expressed in Jesus Christ." 

"We do,” says the policy, “however believe that such persons are not to serve as 
staff or volunteers in the mission and work of Young Life." We have seen the 
same kind of challenge over and over again. This is one of the hottest fronts in 



that intersection and collision between religious liberty and the newly declared 
sexual liberty. Sexual Liberty is trumping and defeating religious liberty all over 
the place, especially on academic campuses. Duke is now the latest example, 
but the reasoning that was operate at Duke deserves a closer look because it is 
even more threatening. I will go on to say even more cowardly. 

 
 
Friday - Chapel: Pastor McClellan will be speaking on Deploy - Life Serving 
Christ.  Please have your students bring their Bible and a paper and writing 
utensil for taking notes. 
  



SOAR Edition 4 

Monday  - After viewing the video you may use the pray with your students.    
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTSSo-0PIfc 
 
 

Tuesday - Please discuss this quote with your class in the context of 
outreach.  What are the applications and truths in it. 

 

Wednesday - Please check students binders for organization and make sure they 
have all work turned. 
 

 

Thursday -  Why is it important to identify where our rights come from? 

 
Where Do Rights Come From? President Trump Addresses Religious 
Freedom at United Nations Meeting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTSSo-0PIfc


 

President Trump at the United Nations this week did something else historic. 
He made very clear the determination of his administration and this nation to 
affirm religious liberty all around the world. As USA Today reported in a front 
page article, “Describing the USA as a country founded on religious tenets, 
President Donald Trump urged other nations Monday to join him in trying to 
end ‘religious persecution.’” By the way. For some reason, USA Today put the 
words 'religious persecution' in quotation marks. 

 

They quoted the President as saying, “The United States is founded on the 
principle that our rights do not come from government, they come from God.” 
That's actually an extremely important argument, and one that isn't often made 
at the United Nations, but should be, and I'm very thankful that this week it 
was. 

 

This is one of the great dividing lines in worldview conflict today, even though 
many people do not see it. The modern secular worldview is absolutely 
determined to make claims for human rights, and to claim a concept of human 
dignity, but it can't explain how either those rights or that dignity would be 
grounded. If the human being is just a cosmological accident, that how can you 
use language about inherit rights or inherit dignity? 

Where does that dignity come from? Who is the grantor of those rights? How 
do those rights even exist, and how are they to be understood and protected? In 
reality, this is the great secular predicament, and it's a predicament that is 
becoming very apparent all over the world. You have a regime of human rights 
that doesn't have any explanation for how human beings exist, denying a 
creator, and making very clear that human beings are just materialist accidents, 
there is no real argument for how those rights are to be grounded. 
https://albertmohler.com/2019/09/26/briefing-9-26-19 

 
Friday - Chapel: Pastor Pirot will be speaking on Destiny - Life Fulfilled in 
Christ.  Please have your students bring their Bible and a paper and writing 
utensil for taking notes. 
  

https://albertmohler.com/2019/09/26/briefing-9-26-19


SOAR Edition 5 

Monday  - After viewing the video you may use the pray with your students.    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6SnFYzM6Zg 

 

Eagle Nest Season 5 Episode 5 

Eagle Nest Season 5 Episode 5 

www.youtube.com 

 

Tuesday - Please discuss this quote with your class in the context of 

outreach.  Are there types of evangelism that are more or less effective? 

 

Wednesday - Please follow up with students who have excessive tardies or 

absence. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6SnFYzM6Zg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6SnFYzM6Zg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6SnFYzM6Zg


 

Thursday -  As Christians should we make a stand on this issue in our 
workplace?  Do we make stands on other moral issues related to the work 
place? 

A teacher says he was fired for refusing to use male 

pronouns for a transgender student 
By Gabrielle Sorto, CNN 
Updated 11:32 AM ET, Wed October 2, 2019 

 
Teacher Peter Vlaming worked with the district for seven years. 
(CNN)A Virginia teacher has filed a lawsuit saying he was wrongfully fired for refusing to 
use male pronouns for a transgender student. 
 
In 2018, a student at West Point High School began identifying as male. He and his mother 
asked for him to be referred to with his preferred name and pronouns: he, him, his. 
French teacher Peter Vlaming said he couldn't "in good conscience" comply, citing his religious 
beliefs, according to the complaint. He consistently used the student's preferred male name and 
attempted to avoid the use of any pronouns at all, his lawsuit says. 
 
The school, according to the lawsuit, gave the teacher an ultimatum: Use the student's 
preferred pronouns or lose your job. 
 
School officials suspended the teacher for insubordination. Vlaming was ultimately fired after 
he refused to use the male pronouns and for repeatedly ignoring orders from his bosses. 

https://www.cnn.com/2015/06/19/us/lgbt-rights-milestones-fast-facts/index.html
http://www.adfmedia.org/files/VlamingComplaint.pdf


"Mr. Vlaming's conscience and religious practice prohibits him from intentionally lying, and he 
sincerely believes that referring to a female as a male by using an objectively male pronoun is 
telling a lie," the lawsuit argues. 
 
The school is about 40 miles east of Richmond. 
 
A spokeswoman for West Point Public Schools told CNN in a statement that its board denies 
any wrongdoing. "West Point Public Schools' primary focus is on students, staff, and 
instruction," the statement said. "We will continue to direct our energy toward maintaining a 
high-quality learning environment in our schools." 
 
Vlaming worked with the district for seven years. The decision to fire the teacher came after a 
virtual reality exercise in the classroom, where Vlaming called out, "Don't let her hit the wall!" 
as the transgender student walked in that direction, the lawsuit states. 
 
The student waited for all the students to leave class that day before approaching the teacher, 
the lawsuit says. 
 
"Mr. Vlaming, you may have your religion," the student said, according to the suit, "but you 
need to respect who I am!" 
 
Vlaming said it was an unintentional slip of the tongue. 
 
School officials said the educator was insubordinate and failed to follow directives from 
administrators. And, officials said, the teacher could not be allowed to treat the transgender 
student differently. 
 
"That discrimination then leads to creating a hostile learning environment. And the student had 
expressed that," Superintendent Laura Abel told the Richmond Times-Dispatch late last year. 
"The parent had expressed that. They felt disrespected." 
 
The firing led to petitions as well as a student walkout in support of Vlaming. Students held 
signs saying "men are men and women are women" and "facts don't care about your feelings," 
CNN affiliate WWBT in Richmond reported at the time. 
 
The former teacher is now suing the school district officials, saying they breached his contract 
and discriminated against him, violating his right to speak freely and his religious freedom. He 
is seeking $500,000 in lost wages and benefits, plus $500,000 for loss of reputation, pain, 
suffering and emotional distress. He is asking to get his job back or another position at equal or 
higher pay. 
 
"This isn't just about a pronoun, it's about what that pronoun means," Tyson Langhofer, 
director of the ADF Center for Academic Freedom, said in a statement. "This was never about 
anything Peter said or did; only about what the school was demanding he say. Nobody should 
be forced to contradict his core beliefs just to keep a job." 
 
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee's Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Resource Center 
has previously talked about the importance of pronouns in referring to transgender people. "It 

https://www.richmond.com/news/virginia/virginia-high-school-teacher-fired-for-refusing-to-use-transgender/article_65be1826-50b2-5d38-be58-47d9b9480917.html
https://www.nbc12.com/2018/12/07/students-hold-walkout-after-west-point-teacher-fired/
http://centerforacademicfreedom.org/


is a privilege to not have to worry about which pronoun someone is going to use for you based 
on how they perceive your gender," its website says. "If you have this privilege, yet fail to 
respect someone else's gender identity, it is not only disrespectful and hurtful, but also 
oppressive." 

 
Friday -No School - Teacher In-Service 
 

  

https://uwm.edu/lgbtrc/qa_faqs/why-is-it-important-to-respect-peoples-pronouns/


SOAR Edition 6 

Monday  - After viewing the video you may use the pray with your students.    

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1_01SXqwEY 

 

Tuesday - Please discuss this video with your class in the context of 

outreach.   Where do they find themselves in speaking with others about Jesus?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxKGGven9_U 

 

Skit Guys - The Skinny On Evangelism 

Download this video at http://skitguys.com/videos/item/the-s... There 

are many evangelism techniques available to us, but which one is best? 

The Skit Guys demonstrate a few and share their own story in the latest 

addition to the "Skinny On" series. 

www.youtube.com 

 

Wednesday - Please do a binder check and evaluate the organization of our 

students. 

 

Thursday -  Why is Christian education so important and why should we be 
concerned about this? 

 
 

China Cracks Down on Christian Education of Children: A 

Totalitarian Regime Must Control Everything 
 

Headline news coming out of China indicates that that repressive government 
under the control of the Communist Party is taking further actions to crack 
down on Christianity and, for that matter, other religious groups as well, or at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1_01SXqwEY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxKGGven9_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxKGGven9_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxKGGven9_U


least some other religious groups. In particular, the center of the bullseye 
appears to be any form of orthodox Christianity and any vigorous form of Islam. 

But the headline story that has been emerging in recent weeks has to do with 
the fact that China is now publicly warning churches not to seek to offer 
religious teaching to anyone younger than 18. As has been summarized in some 
press reports, this means that Sunday school would now be illegal by act of the 
state in China. 

 

Erik Burklin of China Partner, a missionary organization, told Mission Network 
News that the law has now been more intensively enforced. He said, "Many 
churches have been notified by religious affairs bureau heads that you can no 
longer conduct Sunday school classes in your churches. They even put up 
signage in the entrance of some churches to indicate that." 

https://albertmohler.com/2019/10/09/briefing-10-9-19 

 

Wednesday, October 9, 2019 

China Cracks Down on Christian Education of Children: A Totalitarian 

Regime Must Control Everything Children and Theology: Should the 

Faith Be Reinvented for Each Generation? Massive Site of Child 

Sacrifice Excavated in Peru: The Horrible Refutation of Moral 

Relativism 

albertmohler.com 

 

 

Friday - Chapel: Seniors Yellowstone 

  

https://albertmohler.com/2019/10/09/briefing-10-9-19
https://albertmohler.com/2019/10/09/briefing-10-9-19
https://albertmohler.com/2019/10/09/briefing-10-9-19


SOAR Edition 7 

Monday  - After viewing the video you may use the pray with your students.    
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLGhTMLU5fo 
 
 

Tuesday - Please discuss with your class what people see when they look at 
them?  If they don't see Jesus what do they need to do for that to become a 
reality. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yBzIt_z8oY 

 

Casting Crowns - Nobody (Official Music 

Video) ft. Matthew West 

Watch the new music video for “Nobody” Featuring Matthew West! 

Listen to Only Jesus, the newest album from Casting Crowns! Amazon: 

https://CastingCrowns.lnk.to/OnlyJesusAlbumID/amazonmusic!90 

iTunes: https://CastingCrowns.lnk.to/OnlyJesusAlbumID/itunes!90 

Spotify: https://CastingCrowns.lnk.to/OnlyJesusAlbumID/spotify!90 

Apple Music: https ... 

www.youtube.com 

 

Wednesday - Please complete a grade check with your students. 
 

 

Thursday -  What position should Christians have on Lebron's comments on 
the human rights issues related to Hong Kong and his fear of losing 
money?  Do you have areas of your life where your priorities are incorrect. 
 

 
Ben DuBose 

 ✔@BenDuBose 
 

 

 

"When you're not thinking about others, and are only thinking about yourself." 
 
Ironic. Morey's tweet wasn't about himself. It was about people in Hong Kong, who 
LeBron didn't even mention. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLGhTMLU5fo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yBzIt_z8oY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yBzIt_z8oY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yBzIt_z8oY
https://twitter.com/BenDuBose
https://twitter.com/BenDuBose
https://twitter.com/BenDuBose
https://twitter.com/BenDuBose
https://twitter.com/BenDuBose/status/1183921676586835969
https://twitter.com/BenDuBose/status/1183921676586835969
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yBzIt_z8oY
https://twitter.com/BenDuBose


 
Someone is definitely thinking solely about himself in this situation, that's for 
sure. https://twitter.com/BenGolliver/status/1183917743680020480 … 

 

 
 

 
 

Friday - Chapel: Grant Coffey 
 

  

https://t.co/pf7irXdQ5u


SOAR Edition 8 

 

Monday  - After viewing the video you may use the pray with your students.    
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thNOkj55Gbw 
 

Tuesday - Please discuss the quote below. 

We Christians are debtors to all men at all times in all places, but we are so 
smug to the lostness of men. We've been "living in Laodicea ", lax, loose, 
lustful, and lazy. Why is there this criminal indifference to the lostness of men? 
Our condemnation is that we know how to live better than we are living. --
Leonard Ravenhill 

 

Wednesday - Please ask you students to write what the school could improve 
on and what the school is doing well.  I want this done confidentially.  I will 
provide a form for completing this. 
 
 

Thursday -  
One can discuss the merits of the genuineness of this conversion.  People on 
both sides are examining the fruit of his life to determine the authenticity of his 
claim to be a Christian.  If someone was to evaluate the fruit of your life would 
their be evidence of a genuine walk with Jesus.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlR3C9sb5Xo 

 

Kanye West Surprises Kimmel in Brooklyn 

Kanye makes a surprise appearance to promote his new IMAX movie 

and new album “Jesus is King,” and he talks about the transformation 

he has made over the past year, embracing Christianity, and he has 

some advice for New York Lotto Winner Dave Johnson. 

#KimmelinBrooklyn Bill Murray, Jimmy Kimmel & Guillermo’s Dirty 

Canoe Ride in Brooklyn ... 

www.youtube.com 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thNOkj55Gbw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlR3C9sb5Xo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlR3C9sb5Xo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlR3C9sb5Xo

